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Ultrahigh-Resolution Electro-Optic Vector Analysis
for Characterization of High-Speed Electro-Optic

Phase Modulators
Min Xue , Member, IEEE, Yuqing Heng, and Shilong Pan , Senior Member, OSA

Abstract—We propose and experimentally demonstrate an
electro-optic vector analyzer (EOVA), which measures not only the
magnitude but also the phase responses of high-speed electro-optic
phase modulators with potentially 100-GHz measurement range
and sub-Hz frequency resolution, for the first time to the best of
our knowledge. The key component in the EOVA is an accurately
calibrated phase modulation to intensity modulation (PM-IM) con-
vertor, which converts the phase-modulated signal generated by the
phase modulator under test into an intensity-modulated signal. Af-
ter simply direct photodetection in a photodetector, the magnitude
and phase information is extracted in the electrical domain. Re-
moving the responses of the PM-IM convertor and the photode-
tector from the measured overall responses, the magnitude and
phase responses of the phase modulator are achieved. The pro-
posed EOVA is immune to the residual amplitude modulation in
the phase modulator when an optical Hilbert transformer serves
as the PM-IM convertor. In an experiment, the magnitude and
phase responses of a lithium niobate high-speed phase modulator
from 100 MHz to 42 GHz are precisely measured with a frequency
resolution of 10 MHz.

Index Terms—Electro-optic phase modulator, electro-optic vec-
tor analysis, measurement techniques, microwave photonics, opti-
cal variables measurement.

I. INTRODUCTION

F EATURING high linearity, low insertion loss and inher-
ent bias-free operation, electro-optic phase modulators are

widely used in coherent optical communication [1], optical fre-
quency comb generation [2], microwave photonic signal pro-
cessing [3] and photonics-based microwave measurement [4]
for implementing broadband electrical-to-optical conversion.
The frequency responses, including the magnitude and phase
responses, are the key parameters of the phase modulator, which
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are required to be precisely measured in the fabrication and ap-
plication. Since no AC term can be directly obtained from the
phase-modulated signal, the frequency responses of the phase
modulator cannot be measured using a lightwave component
analyzer based on electrical vector network analyzer [5], [6].

To measure the magnitude response of the phase modulator,
previously, an optical spectrum analyzer (OSA) was used to
monitor the optical powers of the carrier and sidebands of the
phase-modulated signals produced by RF signals with different
frequencies [7], [8]. Restricted by the resolution of the OSA,
the measured magnitude response has a poor resolution (typical
1.25 GHz @ 1550 nm). To improve the measurement resolu-
tion, methods based on optical interferometers were proposed,
in which the magnitude response is achieved by inserting the
phase modulator under test in the off-center of a Sagnac interfer-
ometer or one arm of a Mach-Zehnder interferometer [9]–[12].
Although the resolution is dramatically increased, the measure-
ment accuracy is usually poor since the optical interferometers
are very sensitive to the mechanical vibrations and thermal fluc-
tuations. Recently, a technique based on two-tone modulation
and electrical spectrum analysis was reported [13], [14], which
is attractive because calibration of photodetectors (PDs) is not
needed.

One key problem associated with the above approaches is
that they cannot be applied to measure the phase response.
For many applications based on phase modulators, knowing
the phase response is as important as the magnitude response.
For instance, in the coherent optical communication, the distor-
tion introduced by the uneven electro-optic conversion should
be carefully compensated, which can only be completely im-
plemented when both the high-resolution magnitude and phase
responses are achieved.

In this paper, an ultrahigh-resolution electro-optic vector an-
alyzer (EOVA), which is able to observe both of the magni-
tude and phase responses of phase modulators, is proposed and
experimentally demonstrated, for the first time to the best of
our knowledge. In the proposed EOVA, a phase-modulated sig-
nal generated from a phase modulator under test is partially
converted into an intensity-modulated signal when propagating
through an accurately calibrated phase modulation to intensity
modulation (PM-IM) convertor. Then, the optical signal is con-
verted into a photocurrent by photodetection, and the magnitude
and phase information is extracted. Removing the frequency
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the proposed EOVA. TLS, tunable laser source;
PC, polarization controller; PM-IM convertor, phase modulation to intensity
modulation convertor; PD, photodetector.

responses of the PM-IM convertor and the PD (which are easily
obtained using well-developed technology [6]), the frequency
responses of the phase modulator under test are acquired. Bene-
fiting from the ultra-high resolution frequency sweeping and
the mature magnitude and phase extraction in the electrical
domain, the proposed EOVA can potentially characterize the
phase modulator with a resolution as high as sub-Hz. In addi-
tion, when the PM-IM convertor is implemented by an optical
Hilbert transformer, the EOVA is immune to the residual am-
plitude modulation of phase modulators. In an experiment, the
magnitude and phase responses of a lithium niobate phase mod-
ulator from 100 MHz to 42 GHz were measured with a resolution
of 10 MHz.

II. ANALYTICAL ANALYSIS

Fig. 1 shows the schematic diagram of the proposed EOVA
to measure the magnitude and phase responses of a high-speed
electro-optic phase modulator. An optical carrier with an angular
frequency of ωc from a tunable laser source (TLS) is sent to
a phase modulator under test, in which the optical carrier is
modulated by a RF signal with a frequency of ωe from a RF
source. A phase-modulated signal is thus generated, which can
be expressed by

EPM (t) = E0 exp [iωct + iβ sin (ωet)]

= E0 exp (iωct)
+∞∑

−∞
Jm (β) exp (imωet) (1)

where E0 is the amplitude of the optical carrier, Jn (•) is the nth-
order Bessel function of the first kind and β is the modulation
index.

In small signal modulation case, we can only consider
the optical carrier and two first-order sidebands, so the
phase-modulated signal in the frequency domain can be
simplified to

EPM (ω) = −E0J1 (β) δ [ω − (ωc − ωe)]

+ E0J0 (β) δ (ω − ωc) + E0J1 (β) δ [ω − (ωc + ωe)] (2)

When the optical signal goes through a PM-IM convertor, the
magnitude and the phase of the optical carrier and the sidebands
are changed. The electric field of the propagated optical signal

can be written as

Em (ω) = EPM (ω) · Hc (ω)

= −E0J1 (β) Hc (ωc − ωe) δ [ω − (ωc − ωe)]

+ E0J0 (β) Hc (ωc) δ (ω − ωc)

+ E0J1 (β) Hc (ωc + ωe) δ [ω − (ωc + ωe)] (3)

where Hc (ω) is the transmission function of the PM-IM conver-
tor, which can be precisely measured by an ultrahigh-resolution
optical vector analyzer (OVA) based on optical single-sideband
(OSSB) modulation [15]. Then, by photodetection, the opti-
cal signal is converted into a photocurrent, with its AC term
given by

i (ωe) = ηE2
0 J0 (β) J1 (β) [Hc (ωc + ωe) H∗

c (ωc)

−Hc (ωc) H∗
c (ωc − ωe)] (4)

where η is the responsivity of PD. According to (4), the fre-
quency responses of the phase modulator under test can be
obtained, which is

H (ωe) = J0 (β) J1 (β) =
i (ωe)

ηE2
0 α (ωe)

(5)

where α (ω) is a factor related to the transmission function of
the PM-IM convertor, which can be expressed as

α (ωe) = Hc (ωc + ωe) H∗
c (ωc) − Hc (ωc) H∗

c (ωc − ωe)
(6)

As can be seem from (5), to achieve the PM-IM conversion,
it should make sure that α(ω) �= 0, which requires the optical
device having different frequency responses on the two sides of
the optical carrier. Optical filters (having different magnitude
responses on the two sidebands) and optical Hilbert transform-
ers (having different phase responses on the two sidebands) can
therefore serve as the PM-IM convertor. Moreover, the dynamic
range of the measurement system is related to α(ω). Larger
α(ω) leads to higher photocurrents from the calibrated photode-
tector, and accordingly larger range power detection and more
accurate magnitude and phase extraction. If α(ω) is increased,
the dynamic range and the measurement accuracy could be
boosted.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

An experiment based on the setup shown in Fig. 1 is carried
out. An optical carrier with a wavelength of 1550.018 nm is
generated from a tunable laser source (TLS, Agilent N7714A),
which is modulated by a RF signal from an electrical vector net-
work analyzer (VNA, R&S ZVA67) at a lithium niobate phase
modulator under test. The phase modulator is manufactured
by EOSPACE Inc, having a maximal modulation date rate of
40 Gb/s. A programmable optical filter (Finisar WaveShaper
16000 s) is employed to serve as the PM-IM convertor, which
can be reconfigured by pre-designed programs to an optical
Hilbert transformer or a bandpass filter. Then, a 50-GHz pho-
todetector (U2T XPDV2120R) is inserted to convert the optical
signal into a photocurrent. The magnitude and phase of the AC
term of the photocurrent are extracted by the phase-magnitude
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Fig. 2. The (a) magnitude and (b) phase responses of the optical Hilbert
transformer; the (c) magnitude and (d) phase responses of the optical filters
with different stopband attenuations.

detector in the VNA. The high-resolution responses of the PM-
IM convertors are measured by the OSSB-based OVA [15] and
the frequency responses of the PD is achieved by a lightwave
component analyzer (LCA, Keysight N4373D).

To compare the performance of different types of PM-IM con-
vertors for characterization of high-speed electro-optic phase
modulators, both the optical Hilbert transformer and the optical
bandpass filter are tested in the EOVA. Fig. 2 shows the mag-
nitude and phase responses of the optical Hilbert transformer
and the optical bandpass filters with stopband attenuation of
10, 20 and 30 dB implemented by the programmable optical
filter, which are measured by the OSSB-based OVA with a res-
olution of 10 MHz in a range of 100 GHz (from −50 to 50 GHz
offset the optical carrier).

Fig. 3 shows the magnitude and phase responses of the phase
modulator under test measured by the proposed EOVA when
the optical Hilbert transformer serves as the PM-IM convertor.
The power of the frequency-swept RF signal is set to 10 dBm,
corresponding to a modulation index of 0.59 rad @ 10 GHz.
In the measurement, the measurement range is 41.9 GHz (from
100 MHz to 42 GHz) and the resolution is 10 MHz. The blue
line in Fig. 3 is the overall frequency responses, which contains
the responses of the phase modulator, the PM-IM convertor and
the photodetector. After removing the responses of the optical
Hilbert transformer measured by the OSSB-based OVA and the
responses of the PD measured by the LCA, the magnitude and
phase response of the phase modulator is achieved (red line in
Fig. 3). As a comparison, the frequency responses measured by
the conventional OSA-based approach and the filter-based ap-
proach are also plotted. As can be seen, the magnitude responses
measured by the proposed EOVA and the OSA-based approach
are coincided. Benefiting from the high resolution of the pro-
posed EOVA, the fine structures in the frequency responses can
be clearly observed (as shown the insets in Fig. 3), which is
unachievable for the conventional OSA-based approach. The
magnitude response measured by the filter-based approach has

Fig. 3. The (a) magnitude and (b) phase responses of the phase modulator mea-
sured by the OSA-based approach, the filter-based approach and the proposed
EOVA when an optical Hilbert transformer serves as the PM-IM convertor.

good coincidence with that measured by the proposed EOVA
at high frequencies, while the deviation grows rapidly with the
decrease of the frequency due to the gentle roll-off of the op-
tical bandpass filter. By the filter-based approach and the pro-
posed EOVA, the phase responses can be achieved, as shown in
Fig. 3(b). Due to the phase fluctuation in the passband of the
optical filter, the phase response measured by the filter-based
approach contains considerable measurement errors. It should
be noted that the frequency responses measured by the proposed
EOVA contain evident measurement errors at low frequencies,
because the optical Hilbert transformer is unideal around the
optical carrier, as shown in Fig. 2(a) and (b), which leads to the
low PM-IM conversion efficiency.

According to the analytical analysis, all the optical devices
having different frequency responses on the two sides of the
optical carrier can serve as the PM-IM convertor for character-
izing high-speed electro-optic phase modulators. Therefore, the
optical Hilbert transformer and the optical bandpass filters with
stopband attenuation of 10, 20 and 30 dB are respectively used
as the PM-IM convertor in the experiment. The measured mag-
nitude and phase responses of the phase modulator are shown
in Fig. 4. As can be seen, when the PM-IM convertor is respec-
tively achieved by an optical Hilbert transformer or an optical
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Fig. 4. The (a) magnitude and (b) phase responses measured by the proposed
EOVA when an optical Hilbert transformer or an optical filter is used as the
PM-IM convertor.

bandpass filter, the measured magnitude and phase responses
are almost coincided. Nevertheless, small differences between
the frequency responses measured in different cases can still be
found, which are due to the measurement errors induced by the
high-order sidebands, as will be analyzed in the following part.

IV. MEASUREMENT ERROR ANALYSIS

Theoretically, only in a small modulation index case, the
phase modulator under test can be accurately characterized by
the proposed EOVA. To enlarge the dynamic range, the phase
modulator usually works at a large modulation index. However,
with the increase of the modulation index, the high-order side-
bands arise and their beat notes would introduce considerable
measurement errors and deteriorate the measured results. Con-
sidering the case of large modulation index, the AC term of the
photocurrent can be written as

im (ωe) = ηE2
0 J0 (β) J1 (β) [Hc (ωc + ωe) H∗

c (ωc)

−Hc (ωc) H∗
c (ωc − ωe)] + ηE2

0

+∞∑

m=−∞
m �=−1,0

Jm+1 (β) Jm (β)

× Hc [ωc + (m + 1) ωe ] H∗
c (ωc + mωe) (7)

Fig. 5. The magnitude errors introduced by the high-order sidebands when
the optical bandpass filters with different stopband attenuations and an ideal
bandpass filter are respectively applied.

Thus, the measured frequency responses are

Hm (ωe) =
im (ωe)

ηE2
0 α (ωe)

= J0 (β) J1 (β)

+
1

α (ωe)

+∞∑

m=−∞
m �=−1,0

Jm+1 (β) Jm (β)Hc

× [ωc + (m + 1) ωe ] H∗
c (ωc + mωe) (8)

In (8), at the right side of the equation, the first term is the
actual responses of the phase modulator, while the second term
is the measurement errors introduced by the beat notes of the
high-order sidebands. As can be seen, the high-order-sideband
induced measurement errors are affected by not only the mod-
ulation index but also the transmission function of the optical
device (i.e., α(ω)).

To investigate the influence of the PM-IM convertor on the
measurement accuracy along with the modulation index, a nu-
merical simulation is performed. Fig. 5 shows the magnitude
errors introduced by the high-order sidebands when the opti-
cal bandpass filters with the stopband attenuation of 10, 20 and
30 dB, and an ideal bandpass filter are respectively used to
achieve the PM-IM conversion. As can be seen, the error is very
small in small modulation regime, which is less than 0.16% for
a modulation index of 0.1. With the increase of the modula-
tion index, the measurement errors dramatically increased. In
addition, different PM-IM converters would introduce different
errors. For a given modulation index, the measured responses
approach the actual ones with the increase of the stopband at-
tenuation, because the high-order-sideband induced errors are
mainly determined by 1/α(ω) and decrease with the growth of
the stopband attenuation. Even when an ideal optical bandpass
filter is applied (i.e., 1/α(ω) = 1), the measurement errors still
exist as the high-order sidebands in the passband of the optical
filter are remained. The high-order sidebands have no influence
on the measurement of the phase response, as the ideal PM-IM
convertors are used in the simulation. It should be noted that the
phase responses of the PM-IM converters have no influence on
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Fig. 6. The (a) magnitude and (b) phase responses measured by the optical
bandpass filters deviated from those measured using the optical Hilbert trans-
former. The modulation index of the phase modulator is 0.59.

the high-order-sideband induced error in the simulation, as the
high-order sidebands undergo the same phase change and the
phase change induced by the PM-IM converter is eliminated in
photodetection.

Additionally, when an optical Hilbert transformer serves as
the PM-IM convertor, the measured frequency responses are
not affected by the high-order sidebands since the measure-
ment errors introduced by the negative and positive high-order
sidebands have the same powers but out of phase. The measure-
ment error induced by the residual amplitude modulation can
be avoided, because the residual amplitude-modulated signal
is converted into a phase-modulated signal when achieving the
PM-IM conversion by the optical Hilbert transformer.

The analysis above shows that the responses can be pre-
cisely measured when an ideal Hilbert transformer is adopted
to achieve the PM-IM conversion. Thereby, the responses mea-
sured by applying the optical bandpass filters with different
stopband attenuations deviated from those measured by the op-
tical Hilbert transformer are given, as shown in Fig. 6. As can be
seen from Fig. 6(a), evident distortions appear at low frequen-
cies, since the unideal optical Hilbert transformer and optical
bandpass filters achieved by a programmable optical filter has
low PM-IM conversion efficiency at low frequencies. The devi-
ations at the high frequencies are introduced by the high-order
sidebands, which is around 0.5 dB. The numerical simulation
indicates that the high-order-sideband induced measurement er-
rors decrease from 0.52 to 0.40 dB, when the stopband atten-
uation of the optical bandpass filter is increased from 10 dB

towards infinity. The experimental results agree well with the
simulation results.

V. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

In conclusion, an EOVA to accurately characterize high-speed
phase modulators is proposed. In the experiment, the magnitude
and phase responses of a lithium niobate phase modulator from
0.1 to 42 GHz are obtained with a resolution of 10 MHz. Ben-
efitting from the large dynamic range of the electrical VNA
(typically ∼130 dB), the EOVA constructed in the experiment
has a dynamic range of over 100 dB, with the degradation mainly
from the insertion loss and conversion loss of the devices in the
system. The frequency resolution is determined by the linewidth
of the TLS, which is less than 100 kHz. By employing an ultra-
narrow-linewidth laser [16], the frequency resolution can be
further improved and a sub-Hz resolution could be potentially
achievable. The measurement errors of the magnitude and phase
are approximately 0.2 dB and 2 degree, respectively, restricted
by the accuracy of the VNA and stability of the measurement
system. Hundred-GHz measurement range can be achieved by
employing the VNA and the PD having a working frequency
range of hundreds of GHz, which is available in the market. In
addition, by using an optical Hilbert transformer as the PM-IM
converter, accurate measurement and large dynamic range can
be simultaneously achieved.
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